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The student newspaper of the College of Wooster

Activist cites need for MollMmsion in King's dream

By JONATHAN A. SEZTZ
Dr.RarjdanRcfcmson,tivtf

the people around them. As the
executive director of TransAfrica,
he was also aware of me ignorance

andwisercoaldhavebeendone. On
the memorial of King's birthday.
Robinson informs his audience
about how much there was left to

rights

activist, challenged an audience of
hundreds to keep the dreamed Martin Lamer King alive. The lecture
was held Sunday in McGaw Chapel
as part of the Martin Luther King Jr.

....

do.,.

of US. Congresspersons on things
as simple as the location and pro-

;

As a child in Richmond. Va. he
remembered shopping on Grey
Street. "I recalled when I was a
Life and Legacy Celebration: child going into a store and just
Robinson spoke on the importance ; standing there ... Mamma had beof continuing King's legacy, espe- come invisible." be said. Robinson
stated that white customer after white
cially in light of societal changes.
customer was served while his own
Robinson gave examples to demmother was ignored. He went on to
onstrate the relative ignorance under which the American populous conclude, "We lived under Ameriexists. In 1939. the ship St Louis can apartheid."
Whenhewasseventeenyearsold,
docked in Miami. Florida." said
Robinson. He went on to explain , Robinson metDr.Kingafteraspeech
that the 1 100 passengers of the SL at his high school. "When be
our backs were straight, our
Louis were Jewish passengers who
spirit renewed. said Robinson.
had escaped from Nazi Germany.
Frax&linRocsevelt, co t! advice of Afterwards, King marched down his
others, tumedaway the boat; 900 of. aisle. "This boy shook the hand of
those passengers died at the hands the Giant ... and victory was in
; sight." he said. Robinson said that
;.:";'-- '
of the Germans.
in
in a society so segregated, where
consume
toys
tharwe
The
America, at the happiest time of our . people were regularly taught their
year.are made by slavery mChina.": own "inferiority," King had served
Brazilians are "as an important role model
Robinson's complained about
killed for defending the land used to
Americans , ignorance of national
create food and products lor Americans. In each case, something better and global affairs. He mentioned a

nunciation

.

fin-dishe-

...

;

to Robinson, has had several problems. We happened to Somalia,"
he said. He explained that during
the cold war, the U.S. and the
ILS.SJL had frequently picked allies by political alignment, "Democratic or not, we only cared if it was
he said. This resulted in nations like Somalia being
armed first by one government and
then by another. Ultimately. Somalia received $887 million in aid from
the United States, $200 million of it
military aid; Robinson concmrted-thathe result of mis "aid" was the
horrors seen in Somalia; Robinson
saw a responsibility that came with
the actions America had taken.
"Wherever there is a wrong in the
world to right ... all of those who
would claim tohoocMarnn Luther
King. Jr. have a responsibility," be '

1
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pboio by MARVIN T.JONES A ASSOCIATES

more Important to decide what yon want to do than what yon
It's
want to be," said Dr. Randall Robinson, dvfl rights activist.
study where, "only 29 percent of
these new college students had any
interest at all in political or social
. issues." ,He: also said that most.
Americans can not name five African cewtries and onemeigltt Ameri

in armed ro bbery

Stisp

ferred to Medina County and a motion was filed Jan. 6 to have him
rrrrlvpA
over as an adult due to the
bound
ywwnitnity
Thf f STPtif
nature of the offense and past hisan abrupt awakening lo the crime
tory. If the judge approves the moproblem Dec 13, after a Wooster
tion, be will be tried in Wooster.
student was accosted at gun point
According to KeithJames,
outside of Lowry Center at
director of Security, cover
11:45 jun. The assailants, on
age on the nigltt of the inciGliding --the student had no
"We ere seeing more incidents
dent included rovers, secumoney, con I inuert dowa Beall
last
involving
in
the
few
fire
rity
cScen and students, and
Avenue and robbed a pizza
was more than adequate for
delivery person outside of years than we've ever had in our
'
.K- -' ShcideMusicCcnter.lhenas-saultf- d
a campus this size. "An inci.
history."
like mat could happen,
him. giving him a bro
Edwards, dent
CcpL
Donald
any where," he
unfortunately,
ken note and larr rations re
PoUee
Wooster
Captain
Donald
said.
quiring 40 stitches.
Edwaitisagrced. "Ibis type
Charles L. Dysonv 19, of I " "
jucording to Detective Randy Pnrdy of crime just takesafew minutes to
Qrville, Ohio, and a
accomplish. It's not easily preventvenile mate from Medina County of the Wooster police department.
able. In a free society, crime js
questionfor
in
wfch
brought
was
Dyson
and
charged
have been arretted
going
to happen." He also said that
Dyccofession
arrested
was
ing
and
been
They
have
incident.
the
gunplay
is becoming more prevacharged wish two counts each of on Dec 16.
when compared to
Wooster
in
was
lent
bearing
juve-nik v Dyson's prelmunary
aggravated robbery, and the
are seeing more
years.
"We
past
bound
was
which
he
wimfeloheld
charged
Dec.21.at
has alsobeen
over to the Wayne County grand mridwit mvohdng firearms in the
The Juvenile was brought into jury. He is currently under $25,000
please see ROBBERY, page 3
custody Dec IS and charged wim bond. ThejuvernTe'scasewastrans- theft afterallegedryshcdifting from
JCPenney on Burbank Road. The
police were called to the store after
an employee, a Wooster student,
recogniZiCd the suspect from the
in me campus alert, ac--

By ANDY DUXE2
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of African Nations.

Recent foreign policy, according

cans couldnot find the United Stales
on a world map. "To be sensitive to
other peoples' needs, we must first
knowthatfteyexist,"saidRcbinson.
To live op to King's legacy, people
must be aware of the conditions of

Woodstock 94
Soundtrack:
only for the
desperate

wayin which he has established and'
maintained high standards of integrity and sportsmanship for our foot-

By MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
The College has declined to renew the contract of head football
coach Bob Tucker after its expiration at the end of die 1994-9- 3 academic year.

..
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In a prepared statement. Tucker
said"I (have great pride in being a
Wooster gradoattatxlformerplaycr
and immense respect for the College as an institution ... Ten years
ago, I took over a program mat was
not in good shape, andlwas notable
to turn it around with the tools and
circumstances available. It did not
faU together as I had hoped, and the
bottom line is that the bock stops
here.' As bead football coach, I am
irsponsible for getting the job clone."

Wooster

president

ball program. He has the respect
bom of his players and of the coaching profession, and I have the highest regard for the coniiibuajns he
has made to the youn men who
have played for him." r : v Tucker '65 was an outstanding
player at bis alma mater, before lav .."
ing named the school's 19th coach
in 1985. Frier to that.Tucker served
the Ohio State Buckeyes as defen-sh- re
coordinator for six seasons an-dhead coach Earie Brace. Tucker
also learned his craft from the legendary Joe Patemo at Penn Stale,
where he served as a graduate assistant. During his 10 year tenure as
headcench. Tucker's Fighting Scots
overall record.
compiled a
Woostrr arhtoir, director William
McHenry is currently conducting a
national search to fill the position.

:

er

Henry

Copeland said "Bob Tucker has
served his alma mater with reraark-abt- e
enthusiasm and devotion over
the past decade. I appreciate the

29-66- -1
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page 11, 12

Scots, Lady
Scots take
wins

t

please see ROBINSON, page 1

Contract not renewed
for Coach Tucker

Sports

page 10
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The Wooster Voice News

News Briefs

Community Gathers to Celebrate Legacy of MLK

CAMPUS

students for black student affairs.

By JONATHAN A. SEJTZ

Richard T. Gore, retired chair of The College music department md a
nationally prominent organist sod composer, died Thursday, Dec. 15, at the
WoocttCoouBonitY HocnoLUe was so. uore taogat ax wooster zrom
retirement ia 1974 and is widely credited with esnftlisnmg a
1945 ansl
national
fat excellence in tramns and perfbnnsnce for the
CcJlegc'ammic department. AjxgJhismapyaccociptiihmntfiatWooiter.
Gore (SrtfrA the Concert Choir, which became well known for its perfor- manceacf bale choral works with members of the Cleveland Orchestra.

five the lutimste sacrifice of his

Ferrnwo said, "How befitting it is own life.. .it is up to us to continue
that we are celebrating the life of the legacy he gave us. Davidson

There comes a time when the
cup of endurance runs over, and
men are no longer willing to be
plunged into an abyss of injustice
where they experience the blackness of corroding despair. I hope,
sirs, yon can understand our

Mivtin Luther King. Jr. These great then piesented the Vision Award.
leaders have sought to unite all of The Vision Award, established as a
to
memorial to the life and legacy of
humanity."
rrr
Next on the agenda was a brief King, was swarded to three local
statement by President Copeland.
Copeland welcomed the audience Canuni,Tu!fanyDavis,andT4icole
on behalf of the College. After James.
Newsservices
tsujftj.-tiv- .
Ishwar Harris, of me Religious
King, Copeland went on to
quoting
This quote from Dr. Martin
ForThtf first time in three years, winter break passed wiftoutm incident of
Studies Depart
exLuther
Kmgjr.
theft. according to Keith James, director of Security. "The staff did an
ment, presented
King's
emplifies
excellcatjob hesaid. The help from the campus community remaining on
Martin
We
the
Ufe
and
celebrate
reaffirm
several minutes
vision of a need for
be added.
campsw2z imttumeatal n keepinx mis break men-frewhat
vision
a book by
gave
from
us
a
King,
He
Luther
change. Campus
GhandL
Ghandi
memgave
...
the
community
He
we could be as a nation.
n A 1 lUHAli
served as a role
bers gathered in ultimate sacrifice
his own life. ..it is up to us model for King.
MIAMfciSamWego Chargers defeated the Pittsburgh Steelers 3
McGaw chapel
to continue the legacy he gave us.
One of the priand thiT SlRnadsebFcfty-mne- n
'Sunday in com' SopetTxrwi AAiA. ine
tea cy oeiensnre sxazxxxa memoration of
H. Doyle Davidson, mary emphases of
service was
Juni$ewiif face Steve Young and the Fortynuners Sunday. January 29 jKing's birthday
I Superintendant of Wooster City Schools the
the choral readat Jcfc&cets&nm in Miami.
'and his civil rights
ing, performed by
CO$ttAJS.Ci Susan Smith, the mother accused of murdering her 'activities. - '
-rwosorajiwfjibercar inmalaJwmkefyfa(xtheelectrk;chairifshe
Throughout the service there say, "At this college, we have delib- - die area clergy. The clergy pre-is coffmaflnotincfd Soliciter Tommy Pope this week.- - Smith, 23, Svere numerous speakeh and sev- - eratelysought to construct a village sented excerpts from King's "Letter
confei&zfn Wvetaber to the October 23 double murder in November. eral songs, provided by both the of diverse voices." William from Birmingham City Jafl." The
SntitSmgnydaimed the boys and thecarhaddisappesredaacarjsctiiig.
Wooster High School Gospel choir Patterson, mayor of Wooster,. also excerpts .were read by individual
ftJH A firht broke oat between Mack and while theatergoer
and the College's Gospel Choir; ' spoke-o-n the legacy that Dr. King members and in groups. Clergy
Y'Ctnlon showing of "Higher Learning" the latest effort from
included Rev. BarbamBattin, Meyer
has left
.
The service began with the words
..r,
fflmnutfrrjohn Singleton. The fight, which cccured mis past Saturday of Rev. Carrol Meyer of
H, Doyle Davidson, superintea- - and Rev. Samuel MurrelL professor
loosed the eightmeaters at the Canton Centre Mall and resulted in WrestminsterChurdi,"Broa)ersand
dent of Wooster City schools, fol- - of religious studies.
threearreane theater has cancelled further shcmgs of the CM which Sisters, today we are in God's lowed Patterson in expressing his . Annetta Jefferson, of the theatre
urn on a fictional college campus. Singleton is best known for House." Meyer made a brief stater gratitude for King. "We celebrate department, took the pulpit briefly
his effgagy; acclaimed debut "Boyx in the Hood."
ment and then prayed. Following aM reaffirm the iifeof Martin Lamer Jo introduce the main speaker. Dr.
BOSTON,' MASSu A judge has ruled that gays can be barred from him, were Sylvia Lockett and Kim King. Jr. He gave us a vision of Randall Robinson. (See front page
participating in Boston's anneal Saint Patrick Day's Parade. The decision Rodger Ferguson, assistant dean of what we could be as a nation... .He for related article) Throughout his
came after the South Boston Allied War Veterans Cooncil argued that the
speech, Robinson emphasised the
parade kadf is a protest against previous court rulings favoring gays. The
importance of the lezsrv that Kmz.
y
parafletiaslong come under fire from actrriso for exclndmg
groups
had left and the importance of the '."
such a the
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Group of Boston.
actions that must be taken to bring
about King's "dream." In conclud-INTERNATIONAL
ing. Robinson said, "take the baton-pa- ss
!
it on."
"XCJ3E, JAPAN: A major earthquake shook Kobe. Japan Tuesday killing
Following Robinson was a candle1,21? evH2aod ckcting between $10 and $20 billion dbCars in damage. By ZACHARY VEZLLEUX
a, mouse pads, and other light tribute to King. Fourteen
wert: injured and one US. citizen was killed in Japan's
6300 ptc
general computer supplies., The candles were lit, each one
laanosou years, ineoeam touts expected to rise as rescue
the life ofa person slain
A recent memo from Galpin has bookstore may also sell software at
i cpctinT)e.io daw .through the rubble in an attempt to free the hundreds
established a new policy on prices its discretion, he said,' The gross by racist acta. The fourteenth candle
of pdo&jj btSeVed to be trapped. The eanhauake left neariv IOOjOOO of computer supplies ia the Flo- margin on the bookstore's computer lit was in honor of King, who died
hsniiiesa
on April 4. 1968.
rence O. Wilson Bookstore. The seppBesis to be 20 percent.
KHtt2OT,RlSSIA:Figbtiagcaainm
"Previously, the gross marjia
memo also established guidelinca
Before the Benediction. Rabbi
Chechnya ifds past week despite steps taken by Russian diplomats at tor what computer products may added to retail prices at the book- - Seth Reimer drew the allusion
of
cagajiiiiitg mxeaae-fia- e
war. banian military be sold by me bookstore and what
to end the
determined by the book- - Jewish Arbor Day. He reminded the
jjdalQing ap to 1.200 Russians have toetmdr life in an may be sold by the CSO. The T aioreaianagement. We agreed that audience of the growth and beauty
1 , aw thft rebellions province, faiitw
rfffcwy nwfi
Vice President v we would use me 20 percent margin mat trees bring to fife, much like
fightf
'Ti3 ttm anncanccment saying the move was a nick by me fbr Finance and by
King brought life and growth and
Bosmess William
1. I voad opinion while Moscow prepares new oflenstves.
Snoddy and Vice President for and staff at a reasonable cost," beauty to the world. The service
ma:
, ZZZirfNESi Pope John Paul II drew the larjest crowd of his Academic Affairs R. Stanton
closed wim a brief benediction.
Hales Snoddy eapLuned.
rH'Ssiday. Over five milSoa crowded into Rizal Park ht
Papa!
1 The issue came up last fall when
CwOhePope say Mass. The crowd overflowed die park and Sales Office.
Maoi
the CSO began selling Apple
iSSek down Manila's streets. Nearly 1.000 people were treated
prof
.
"The purpose of the memo was StyleWriter cartridges, violating
continued from front page
and test r itisnnlii, TbePhilipinesbAsia'sonlypredomi- - to clarify
ford
who sells what and to what former Academic Computing
clarify the gross margins" added to Services Director called a "gentlelastfew years than we've ever had in
tour of Asia.
asmj. The stop was pmcctnepootifrs
our history," Edwards said.
retafl prices m the bookstore, said men's agreement" with the bookSecurity met wim Lowry staff afSnoddy. The gross margin is the store. Dsn Cottle, director of the
hteicnal and mternational news briefs com
precentageof the wholesale price Computer Sales Office, said.The ter the incident to review the situaJZatEMJAH JZNNZ with information from The Beacon Journal added to it to determine the retail only reason I was selling them was tion and whether or not any changes
needed to be made. The incident
price. The Computer Sales Office, thail thought $395 was too expenthe Financial Aid Office has received s$pficxtioosfethePt&l
he said, is to sefl Apple Computer sive." The cartridges then sold at was initially reported to the Lowrv
DpogasTeacber Scholarship Program. EligibCiry requirements
lordwareasweSasarangeofaofv the bookstore for S39.95. They are front desk.- - which subsequently
fix this scholarship arec
price Gxtfc describes called Security. Security also held a
by college community sow
joint training session Tuesday to
members Cor arartfiwic put poses. as eaaunaMe." 1. Be a U.S. dtixen or an eligftie non-ddzthink I accomplished what I discuss now to handle and respond
The gross margin on CSO products
2. Be an Ohio reaidexE
is to be 10 percent, of which three wanted to," Code said. "Which to these types of situations. They do
percent is to go to the bookstore, be was to see students get the not plan to make any changes in
3. Ranked m the top 10 of your high school graduating dan
StyleWxter caroidjss at a reasonsaid.
their petrols as a result of the inci
4. Bc panting a coarse of gtndy which wffl lead to a teacher
:
price,"
able
The
dent.
"If there were any changes, it
bookstore
is
"stock
to
and
crtJFPrif Ion
as by me campus community as a
sell compuirr supplies," Snoddy .. EdRnnser, manager of die book-stor- e,
was not available for com- - whole to know the potential for
said, including printer cartridges
Application DeaxCine: March 10, 1595
crime is there,T James said,
sndribbons,seewitykits,TurboNet
legiti-marr.andanavcAdableinTpanr-
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Lewis shares lessons
from 60s movement

sexuality and tne Cnurcn

By ANDY VELLENGA

Arn Lewis, professor of art history, described the civil rights movement of the 1960s as "created by
blacks,defined by blacks and wtth
sacrifices made by blacks," in a lec-

Luther King's "I have a Dream"
speech came towards the end of the
day after many of the marchers were
rather hot and tired and had been
listening to speeches all day. "At

Lewis explained now Martin

the time that

Moodaynigbt

Sometimes we can be
extremely narrow minded

Kieffer

bouse as part

of the Martin

and pay the price of

Luther King

Life

embarrassment later on.
Arn Lewis

and

Legacy

King was
speaking I
was lying on
my back staring at the sky.
He kept
re-pft-

ift

faioft

self,saying,'I

a
have
Lewis dedream. Ashe
scribed his
role as a white man involved in the went on and on I said OK, I get the
movement andthelessonshc learned
from his experiences.

Lewis stressed that although
whites were involved in the civil
rights movement, it was, "Over-wb- c
Jmingry the blacks who wenton
the line and we followed them. ...
They gaveas as opportunity to come
in on the periphery." He said that
the movement was faririated, "By
those who badbeea so badly injured
over so many generations" and that
whites,"need to empathise m whatever limited way they can with those
who have suffered."
To OJnstrat Us point, Lewis
shared with Ms audience six Bfe
lessons that he learned daring his
experiences, which ranged from
helping migrant , workers in New
York State to working on race rela-tkm Wooster. Looking back at
all the events thathe bore witness to,
Lewis said, "Sometimes I wonder
bow I could have been so naive."
He traced his ptrtkfparjon beginning from vien be earned his PhJ.
in 1962 and first began looking fora
teaching position. Lewis said that
after graduating he decided that he
would like to go and leach at a black
school. Ate having written lomany
colleges offering his services, "I
waited and waited and no one answered. It was kind of sobering. It
served me right because you have to
realize that if you're offering your
senricesyon have to realize if others
want them." This led him to

When the speech ended Lewis
said, "The only thing I was concerned about was mat he was finished." The meaning of the speech
and Its irnpTf ations did not hit him
until later. "I came home and read "
about the speech and I took it seri- -.
onsry." Lewisregrets thathedid not
understand what was happening
while it happened. "I was there
when some&ing happened. Some--.
times we can be extremely narrow
minded and pay the price of enbar- - Lewis showed how sometimes
attempts at helping others is often
done incorrecdy. or. even if there
are good intentions, is often not
enough. Three of his Jifo lessons
dealt .with this difficulty: "Don't
: underestimate- - those you're trying
: to help." ."When you dunk you're
helping someone you may also be
ffwing diem harm" and "Concentrate on the issue, not on your repu-:

ms

con-clndewhytewasn'tacc-

epted,

which

was the first of the life lessons be
shared; "I hadn't suffered."
Lewis credits his participation in
the 1963 civil rights march in Washington as leading him to the coocro-sio- n
that "Sometimes you're at
and you don't quite realize it."
Lewis said that when be first beard
of the march, "I Just had a feeling
that I had to go."
He (described the atmosphere on
that hot day among the 200,000
both black and white, as
cre-ati-

on

par-tkapan- ts.

having, "... a great deal of
mnsa of fineness
f fflnnnfrpe
.

that was very encouraging." He
noted a New York Times article of
the day that called the pariucpants a

This latter lesson came to him
.white working at Wooster. Lewis
explained that in the mid 1960s it
became popular for colleges in the
. Norm toestaNish ties wim colleges
r
in the Sooth. Wooster became assp--:
dated with Miles College in
1966 Lewis was part of
a contigent of Wooster people to
visit Miles. When Ixwis asked their
dean. "What can we do?" the dean
replied, "We need money."
Lewis commented on Ids realization that the efforts the College was
rnaldng were not going todoenough.
"What we were down there fcr was
to do token things, just bits and
pieces of ourselves. ... We want to
help but sometimes we make these
piddling gestures which soothe our
consciencesbmdon'tgettotfaeheart
of the problem."
Lewis's final life lesson was,
"When you're not needed, you've
got to step aside," referring to his
belief that blacks should have control of the movement
Lewis' lecture, entitled "Reflections of the 1960s Civil Rights
.

Ala-bamaan-din

Marches on Washington,"was sponsored by Dene and Dream House.

Reuniting the sexual and the sacred and finding sexual salvation
were the mam topics addressed by
the Rev Dr. James Nelson in his
presentation Thursday in Lean lecture halL
As one of the presentations sponsored by the College and
Westminster Presbyterian and First
Presbyterian churches' Theologian
in Residence program. Nelson addressed an audience consisting of
interested students, faculty, ministers and other religions figures from
die Wooster community. Nelson,
whois ordained mthe UinOwrch
of Christ, spoke on the issues Chris-tiaface relating to their own sexuality, factors that have influenced
how sexuality has been dealt with
throughout die history of the Church
ns

arid the prcfclenuthisppesentsarnong
Christians trying to sccept sexuality
as psrt Of their spirituality.
' According to Nelson, since the
sexual revolution m the sixties, the
church has been forced to address a

growing number of issues concerning sexuality. Abortion, homosexuality , birth control, sexual abuse and
the role of women are all issues

which have been thrown at the
Church and which Christians have
demanded an answer for.
"Does Jesus have a penis?" was
one of the questions raised by
Nelson. He stated that the way
people view God is a reflection on
now they view themselves. Nelson
then went on to say that Christians
in Western culture tend to associate
sex with sin and thus do not associate sexuality with God. He then
pointed out that this ideology supported by the church is a disastrous
way of thinking of sexuality as it
relates to God and is due to the
inaccurate "masnilirrization" of the
western church by "men writing not
out of experience, but what they
think should be."
Nelson also addressed several
tffre yHwg with male sexuality
and spirituality. He stated that.
"Straight men are stow learners."
He went on to explain various sym--

bols of masculinity througrkHiflnsfthiM
tory and their effects on either sepaMtu
rating or joining the spirit with thex,',
body. Nelson also pointed out that
in Western society, the image of jmh
men being separated from their farnJ-oLlies and being consumed in. work tr'0
'
has poruved a stereotype for mas
culine independence'' which causes
their view of a masculine God to be
separate from humanity. Hecontia-ue-d
by explaining that the notionof-;"men work and women love" isa-M'i- '
popular one and that a person with
this ideal win never become whole.
Reaching "sexual salvation" by
accepting one's sexuality was an-- .;
other point stressed by Dr. Nelson. ., (
He commented that sexuality was a ,
gift from God "to draw us out of
loneliness intoconnection." He went -on to say that for sexual salvation
within Christianity to be reached,
the individual must slop separating ,.
sexuality and the Divine and, in- -. .,.;,
stead, focus on joining die body
with the spirit and reuniting sexual-- ,
ity and the Sacred.
Nelson is a graduate of Yale Div, ':,
vinity School and is an ordained " ....
minister in the United Church of.; '.
Christ. He is a professor of Chris- -. n
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Robinson
continued from frontpage

In a changing society. Robinson
hasmanyfears. He spoke of, "a new
meanness of spirUmthe Republican
party He added that the Demo-ciaiparty is experiencing an identity crisis. He also spoke of the
president, saying that he leaves his
domestic policy to Newt Gingrich
and his foreign policy to Jimmy
Carter. Robinson's fears are cultural as weJl political. Even in die
segregated Richmond of decades
ago. Robinson said there had been
no need tor the security alarms and
ic

systems crfio&y; children

co

safely without parents having to
worry.
Robinson said the thing he most
wanted the audience to leave with
was Ttis more important to decide
what you want to do then to decide
what you want to be." He said that

he had once wanted to be a doctor,
btttehadiiotwantedtodo the work
required. According to him, too
many people concentrate on what
they wamtobe ratherthanwhat they
" must do. Too frequently, people are
twaem to thfflk father than act. King,
tor instance, persevered for years to
achieve his results.
Robinson's efforts have culminated in a J D. from Harvard, numerous awards and honorary degrees, and his position with
TransAfrica. Robinson is probably
best known for his recent 27-dhunger strike in opposition to VS.
Haitian policy on refugees. He has
also helped raise money for South
African relief and was extensively
involved m its struggle to end apart-

tianethksatdieUnitedTlieotogkal
SeminaryoftheTwmOtiesinMin-

,
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.

"gentle army.'
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Lecturer searches for the meaning of sexual salvation

By SUSAN WITTSTOCK
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Former Bush appointee analyzes problems of immigration
tion, they are the first to perhaps
harshly act on the imniigration prob-

iBpUL&ON RUPEST
I

The Great Decisions scries kicked
jOff is forum kxuues Tuesday night
with Linda Chavez, author,
J

cotnm-;irhs,andsonvrimespolirklaT)-

poin-

tee, speaking on the topic of immt-- ;
gration in Gault recital hall at 7:30.
4Tha aeries, which will ran through
the semester, deals with important
VS. foreign policy issues.
:
Chavez began her speech by saying that immigration was a "hot political topic" and ''immigration may
come to dominate much of the political discussion in Congress."
Chavez cited the fact that three and
a half million legal immigrants and
one and a half illegal immigrants
have entered the country since 1982,

and the shift in the majority of im--.
migrants now coming from Asia and
instead of Europe as
a cause for this concern.
Chavez also ciarf misconceptions
as a major hindrance when trying to
analyze the immigration problems.

'. Latin America

"Two-thir-

of Americans," said

ds

Chaves, "believe that most immigrants are illegal," which is untrue,
but rn tu, inceptions like these are
"driving the concerns m the immi- ; gisik'i debus..
Chavez also commented about
'California's Preposition 187, which
denies iQegal aliens state benefits,
sock as welfare and cdocation. She
suggested that since California is
feeling the brant of illegal immigra- -

lem.

There are a lot of myths out there
about immigrants," said Chavez,
printing trtward ttafilrin that ihow
that the current rate of imniigration
is not as dangerous as naysayers
fear. Chavez says that rates of immi- gration compared to the net popnla-tio- a
of me United States are much
lower than the era of the early 20th
century, when East European immigrants flocked to this country.
Chavez also cited the change in

--

American irnmigratJon policy in the
1960s from a quota system to a system mainly based on family reunification. Chavez stated that the current VS. policy is letting in some
people on the merits of their skills,
but most of the immigrants thatcome

1

to this fwmy are let m bfcsnse
they have family members here that

photo by SARAH SOOROS

sponsor them.

The fear of not being able to assimilate immigrants is one that
Chavez believes is driving the immigration debate. She cited good
news, that labor rates and family
structures among immigrants are
wiwf promising, and cited bad
news, namely the language question.
Chavez also addressed the question of language. Instead of blam- and not wanting to lean English.
Chavez blames government policy.

ttngual education are good starts in
Chavez eyes to solving the immigration problem. Chavez ended her
speech by putting forth the fear that
we are becoming less ofa "nation of
one from many." to "a nation of
nations," and that this lack of integration may split this country into
groups and weaken the VS.
Political science professor Marty
Rannburg had this to say about the
lecture "It was a justification form
sort of assimilation policy at the
federal level that immigrants should
be good Americans, and if we do
nothing they become good Americans." When asked aocrhe crowds
reaction, Ramsburg said,
mink
the sodjcnce loved it, it was essentially a slap on the back, saying that
America is good and everyone wants
to be like us."
"She was a very good politician,"
said MashrukZahid 97,in regard to
some of Chavez dodging in the
question and answer section. But
Zahid also had positive comments,
saying, "Some of her ideas about
what she would and would not do
were excellent."
Chavez is an columnist who has
written for the New York Times,
Wall Street Journal, Fortune and
USA today. She has written a book
entitled "Out the Barrio" rtiscmsing
miipifaooii Mrf iirifpFntofprofr"
lems. She has served as a political
appointee under Bush and unsuc- cestfulry ran for Senate

Aathor Liada Chaves kicked off the Great Decisions Series on Taes.
Bilingual education instead of more
intensive English classes for Hispanic? is a Luge problem in Chavez
eyes. "We shouldn't be surprised
that these policies are having some
impact," said Chavez when citing
irmjf fyTftfyfr.
that hflmynal
ing Fngtiih very weS. and causing
lower grades and less opportunity.
She contrasted their lucccii with
immigrants from Europe or Asia
who don't speak English and are put

into English as a Second Language
programs for six months and then
"beat the pants off the other students."
Chavez closed her lecture by focusing on what can be done about
tfry pnWcrns tf CTP
imfnigrjfpi
ate. Being able to check the legal
status of suspected immigrants
throngh better technology,

dents,"OgletreessdofBer appoint-

cident. During the Angsst

increas-sggborueicijutiolatkfiye-

uU'y

points.
and cutting back or clan ins ting ta--

ACS director, two other positions filled over break

By NICOLE COWARD
'

The College ofWooster saw three
new appointments made effective
on Jan. 3. These ajipuintiiMtit were
Philip Harriman. director of academic comparing services; Beverty
Ogletree, ptychoiogistconnaelon
and Rev. Carroll Merer, pastor of
Westminster PlesUya lian Church.

Harriaaa

sacceeded

ing as cooroliiaeor of Macintosh and
IBM-P- C
consulting at the University ofRochesasr in Rochester,N.Y.
Harriman welcomes any further
ideas from faculty or soaJents. Anyone wishing to express ideas to
Harriman should call him at exten-sio- n
him at the ad2233, or
dress PHARRIMAR
R. Stanton Hales, vice
e-mail

Carl

Zannyrflaan, who it iked this past

s appointment, "We

Jary.hthisfksidabe wtitisoame

Job, Bscrinaaa has been trying to get
aa idea of what priorities should be

--

liar face, saaks it more open,"

"I want to work wkh
entploycca to sedate
w sasdent terabytes
apdate the
Oophcr aafcrmnrion tuttx so flag

vamia jafumatkjn.

"

rd also like to

this
with a rery bright future. We're
equally interested fat bis experience
in cuuntut sight both the humanities
andmr Ebrary. He conies as Wooater
with a very itiowg background in
cborycoaiputeriijrttnu and expo-- .
claaiyctiniutrr
rifprtiiAti$piMlBXKfari'Wti&&bwto
Ogletree has a great deal of expo-- .

i

in
' saeaoar mmt sh
ji- - verskym Xeaia, a principal ssesa-ing dcwJcyamcnts as well as offer berk an eOarioeai consenting aed
sacre triratng rlmn Of coarse, training first in Dayton caOed B,

these are m ideas,
takeawbaeasiatpienMnL"
reasay

s-adsoa-

niiTsa

i

serving as ft
--

iimi

k'

iTTiiiinii
raM--

t

nni

nseulua

asaaaMtt3egy Center for the

ftlarartnanl Services, and an sadV
vidua! tad faaeOy counse3or for
Daybreak, be. in Dayton. Tat
very esss
aad
arfdaa far--

r
wacdtotatcaawrsn

anl towork- -

ist stwttstssBatLlaatidpaiewtai
SaaaMoaaa.Qtai Habesabo nil'.inam tm cteace to provide
tie eeeda of
beeaanTijiiiriaj ! in oatteacb. to GeSag
sttfaets, fad tjCMiie'-- j tm eta--.
v a miei i raw w,r at erl aiil
Es3rycaAriaadtheT1 iiiif

l

i

r.
"I
tioa for his son Todd, a
found nutthat the position was available.- Meyer said. "I was looking
forward to sealing down with soy
family ia the town of Wooster."
About his goals, Meyer said, "I
wouU like to discover ways to constitute a cocgregatk-in-residenhere in Wooster. I'd like to continue
and grow upon our tradition of
and look for new ways

ment.
"I am delighted that the College
has been able to attract an individual
wuh the varied background and
experience that Ms. Ogletree
brings to this position." said Ken
PtusqueOec, dean of students. "In
addition to her work m counseling

first-yea-

ex-tens- ive

Meyer baa been the bead of staff

at the Pfcat Presbyterian Church of
East Cleveland since 198L Be

The Financial Aid Office hss infenssiica ca
eiht outside scholarships ccrrcstl ayaflable.

j

Stop ia to tee if yon may qualify fortny of tbem.
i
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logical seminary in 1985.

ce

Ms. Ogfctree's work in the area of
steohol and drag insbuse will pro-vian important resource to staff
and students at the College."
Meier discovered that the j
ral position was open slmoat by i
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WOOSTER JlNSIGHT

Computing service needs changes

Every student at some point in their academic career makes use oC
Academic Computing Services. While ACS provides valuable equipment
and services, it is not perfect. Under the guidance of new director Phil
Harriman, ACS could be improved to bring k to the level of computing
centers at other schools. In the hopes of encoarazinz such chances, we
offer the following suggestions:
Improved Internet Access: Traffic on the superhighway is nxmng fast,
and we need to keep up. It would do a lot for College publicity if Gopher
and Worldwide Web users could get to us.
Ethernet: It's time. What's the holdup?
Security: When a college computer's functionality is hampered by
unnecessary security software, there is a problem. Since vandalism is
uncommon here we suggest a more moderate security system. There is also
logins a privilege '
little danger of harm to the VAX from
which should be restored.
"Equipment: Students should be allowed access to die Sun Workstations
inTimkea. Few students know what these powerful machines can do. An
evening seminar on their use and student accounts should be established.
--

off-camp-

us

Security limitations reasonable

The Dec 1 3 attempted robbery outside of Lowry is not an example of the ,
inadequacy of the campus Security department. It is an indication of the
state of our society, and a startling wake-u-p call to the realities of our
student
culture. Security has problems. The number of orange-jacketrovers petroling the televskn lounge outskleofMom's makes one wonder
if the couch has a higher incidence rate of crinie incidence than the rest of
the campus. Securiry,pleasehokrisnocalwavstbebeststantoacaIlto
extension 2590, either. However, Security is more than adequately staffed
and paid
for a campus of 1 ,800, with enough qualified
officers on duty to handle any reasonable problem. Short of placing an
officer on every street comer, there is just no way to prevent every possible
campus, Wooster has become spoiled
incident of crime. As a small-tow- n
by its aeeming immunity to violent crime. True, one incident is one loo
many, but we. need to lean to accept the an too human limitations of our
Security department.
These views represent the majority views of the editorial
board and not necessarily the views of the enure step.
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After reading the article
A Religious Viewpoint''
printed in The Wooster Voice, Nov.
. 18, 1994 issue, Tm not surprised at
the heresy of the text which is always common as the blind lead the
blind. .
These remind me of God's word
in Jeremiah, "I have not sent them, I
havemot spoken to diem yet they
speak." They are of their father the
prince of air, and the famer of the
lie, and the gospel is hid from them
' because they are lost
There is so much more that could
be said but a person must be born
before they can understand
the word ofGod to be as instructed
by their comforter the Holy Ghost.
IfindrnyselfobEgatedbythewerd
of God to be a light unto the world,
andanambassadorforChrisL I pray
that neither sleep or slumber come
upon their eyes until they make a
place in their heart for Christ. .

Erik Sou. AdriamZofchak
Eihaa Winfan. B WoiaM
Gayaa Baadara. Back Oka. -hficole Coward, day DaMwyler
Kalis Doyto, Booty Dwrfe.
Mefhaa Flaherty, LrisaFbcsoBt,
Oner JarvaUaal Kinaey. Maa Mile.
AOs Parkar, kfia Paana, Rachel Pope,
Oaiiriae Powell. Aaroa Rnpart.
Joa Safes, Aaroa Skiypaki,
Meredith Spaa gia, Safty Thrfew,

Staff Writer:

l.iiii

..

is the good stuff. Note the wood
chips, note texture, note the similarity to crepe paper. Please, next time
you and your staff are sitting on the
toilet trying to think of something to
complain about, think of something
outside the stall.

Heretical article

ed

1

I Bin studying in Russia this semester with four other Woosterites.
We recently received a packet of
Voices and were dismayed by the
September 9 cartoon illustrating
Wooster toilet paper" as a cactus.
Iajtoilet paper really important
enough to warrant a cartoon in the
paper? I am the first to admit that
Wooster has a numWol problems;
mere is plenty to complain about
withwlmiing about the toilet pa--"
per!:l am wrtog.this letter.on a
sample of Russian toilet paper; this

.

- MEGHAN DAVIS

'96

Editor' s note: this letter was dated

November 29, and was written on a
scrap of Russian Toilet paper.

argument on
homosexuality
...
.

.

'

I am appalled that the College of
Wooster encourages students to become disaffected with Biblical
Christianity. I refer to the Nov. 18th
perspective on homosexuality,
for theologians who approve that
which God has condemned should
not be trusted
The first gloss reported in the article is the shameless
of the Biblical account of the
demise of Sodom, offered by Rev.
Hbllinger. Though the Reverend
has said Sodom's infamy is due to a
lack of hospitality, what saith the
Word of God? The inescapable Biblical conclusion of the story of
Sodom's overthrow is that homosexual (men wanting to know other
men) practices are emphatically condemned by God himself, the harsh
judgement nv this specifio case
against these acts.
To conjecture as the Reverend,
has done, serves only to mislead his
audience, and is a traducement of
re-construc-

tion

a.-warn- ing

the veracity

,evwD
:rGlioma
iTA-ow- T

Unfortunately, Rel0a$l&3iso
continued this dep

oftheHolyWriibystggeih

"the images of God fouhhffte
Bible were formed mainly by males
Wft
who

imhaMW

Western orientarion.w
seemmgly lncontroveruoi
meat, she calls inw i
divine oriffin of me scr
Does the Bible offer no insit
to the process by whidLiSdSnfes
of God became inscribed upon it's
pages? Yes,- - for .Jodu&nfborne
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Pledging and other ethical dilemas The benefits of a
busine ss president
It's that time of year again: the snow
is falling, the rain is raining, and the
pledges are pledging. With all the
of a natural disaster, pledge week
begins anew. From an ethical standpoint, this is always a difficult time of
year for me; personally I am rabidly
considering clubs and sections to be a useless, and hopeless, endeavor. Bat here's the rob: some of my
best friends, on and off the College of
Wooster campus, are Greek, and they
don't happen to agree with me. So what
do I do? How does anyone who is
deal with a system that contains
current, and potential friends and peers?
It's a question which I think this campus has yet lo fully come to grips with.
Personally I like to make fan of them,
and have for some time. They make it
so easy: dressing alike, acting alike,
mm They remind
nsfng nrmtttf
ny (jf fpnnmg fining lip Mid firing tn
the sea, only lemmings are a lot hairier
.

.

op-erati- on.

ek

"

rtmhinatim mhf lwiminp

can poll off. So it's easy forme, with all
the fervor of Joaeoh McCarthy at bis
paranoid beat, to snicker aboot "group mentality" and
"herding instincts," not to rnention femmings.
Of course, someone once said, "Let be who is
without sin cast the first stone." or words to that effect;

Of course we must be careful; fraternity arxlscrority
can quickly turn into group think, and group think can
be dangerous, not only to the ccrununity around it, but
to the individuals in it. I am not, however, particularly
it might have been worried; if anything, the administration and faculty
than I am, and
.
.
"Cast the first stone at here are, overall, even more
I7 .
Benjamin YVacns
bewiuuwimoutso,"
there are numerous safety features stock into the system
(which I think I like to prevent such damage. So whatare we worried about?
In essence, pledges are just doing one of the many
bciler), aud it behooves us to remember this, whichever version we wse. I ikink many of us who get a things I would not do myself. Just because I don't wear
green lies all week doesn't mean it's not a viable fashion
laugh, or two, or ten, out of pledge week are not exactly
pillars to the community, without fault, ourselves. I statement, and while I'm not one for secret meetings, I
know I'm not. I tend to sing at odd times, say don't have any secrets worth meeting about. Two
weeks of pledges shooting in the quad doesn't help
deliberately unimisl things, sod fence through resiappropriate,
When
lounges.
is
asked
anything,
this
I
if
dence
bat honestly it's not too much to bear, mtry
defend my position hotly on the grounds of individudoc to laugh at them, IH fail, but IH try. And if, on the
ality. Aad,iegrerMry,Iaifci&!ba
eff chance, the Greeks end up treating my tabecility's
with more tolerance than I treat theirs, well, won't that
big enough for everyone. If a group of individuals
actually chose to participate in brotherhood or sisterbe a hard lesson to swallow.
hood why in the world should I laugh about at?
Benjamin Wachs is Viewpoints Editor for the Voice,
anti-Gre-

Letters

continued from page 5

abuse of sexuality than sexual orientation itself." Ia the following
index of verses we see a span of time
encompassing the patnarches, the
law, the prophets and the gospel era.
Rom both testaments, the divine
rebuke of gay sex delivered in plain
but initial lag terms, is constant.

(Genesis 18,19; Deuteronomy
23:17-1Leviticus 1822.20.13; 1
Kings 1424.15:12, 22:46; 2 Kings
23:7; 1 Corinthians 6.-- Jude 7; 2
Peter
To siiggr siaxlinioninto the ranks
of clergy for gays conflicts with
God who forbade them entrancr.mto
the house of the Lord (Dent, ref) and
who bad them removed from the
temple of Sotanon. and put away
from the people.
Through the Apostle Paul, the
Lord sprat I again -- Paul describes
the rawightfous with a list that hv
chades "abusers of themselves with
snankind." This specifically means
sodomites (Greek artenoroitf a, see
9;

9;

2)

Strongs

773)

m

BenWolski

1

aiml Htf

start. However, there needs to be
even more events throughout the
year. A school thai can provide a
Dim mpnw. nf fnulirinn tnwl In
have a less apathetic and bored stu
dent body. Continuing old tradi-- .
tions and starting new ones win alsized donations than one who can just think low our new president to improve
great PhJ thoughts. Like it or not, the overall environment at Wooster
a private cxDege likeWcosterneeds ' Financially. Wooster provides a
tuition price below the actual operlarge sums of money to stay in
Many of our innovative edu--, ating cost because of our high encational ideas, such as the indepen-de- m dowment. Students, however, are
study program, are not going to vastly unaware where money is dis
continue without strong financial tributed throughout campus. Le,
backing. Wooster competes yearly scholarships, department funding,
maintenance, etc
with many other quality academic, salsriestxrildinff
r
jntiftrtions for the best and bright- - I sincerely hope that our new presiest students from high school I aooss dent enlightens the student body as
the world. Without cotnrxrable fa to the entire financial situation of.
cilities arid programs, rnasv of these Wnnctw It aems ludicmua that I
as a student do not receive a full
students will contmne to
break down of where my family's
places other than Wooster not retuition money goes on a yearly be-alizing our positive elements.
Colleges in the United States are sis. lean only cctvbde that distri- consumer oriented, As students we
bsnassing, or disturbing, for the
are the cccsnmers that choose Col-leA over College B. If for some college. Either way.Ihavearightto,
bureaucratic nature of
reason we suddenly find Kenyan know., The
.
. . m
.
wowa
csruuniy uiaugc u
more attractive than Wooster, then me scnout
as a business Wooster needs to replace what they have tost. Our new money was being distributed.
rjresidem should developastrooger
As intelligent students we are
to our fair say m the matter of
orientation "propaganda" system.
president. Unforour
futurecollege
University
of
For example. The
Michigan brain washes its first year tunately, I have a strong feeling that
student body with sports highlights students wfll be brushed away from
and brags about their academic ex-- the actual decision making process.
I sincerely hope they are not, and
ceOence. Michigan then has a system by which si talents can derive ' that Wooster chooses a president .
their identity. Wooster should have that realm first and foremost that a
a program which provides students coQese is a business.
Rm WrtlrU iw nm mAitrmint
with a strong sense of pride about
our new school, even if it is blatant
writer for the Voice.
presi-vhmhhb-

anti-Gree-k,

anti-Gre-

propaganda. Scot spirit day isagood

Wooster t new President should
have abilities which are primarily
focused on the business elements of
running a college. I would much
prefer a
dent that can
rake in Gault

ca-lam- iry

Some claim to be practicing homosexuals and Christian, but to the
woman canghtk the aa of adultery.

Jesus said "Go and sin no more."
Further, He said "by their fruits ye
shan know them," and again "Ye
must be bom again." Paul tells us
that any man be in Christ, be is a
newewjrore? oldtfringihaiepaisfd
away; behold, an things have become new."
To young people being led astray
by values clarification techniques,
and being betrayed by apostate
church leaders. I say, look to the
glorious Gospel of the Lord Jesus
Christ. Come to the one who alone
has the"words of life." Trust not in
man, but in the word of God, which
is quick and powerful, and a a

If

dis-cerne-rof

the thoughts and in Ifmi of

the heart. Come to the cross where
mercy and truth have utct together ,
gad man can be reconciled to God.

Co-sign-

ed

BOB SWISHER
Wooster. Ohio
by seven others

ek

V

--

ge

-

en-tirl-

ed

--

.

What kind of contract?

Those wacky republicans. They ihink they've come
mpwifhsomethmggood. A plan to end all plans. They
can ft the "Gantactwirh America." And they're using
it to try to reform just about everything.
Wed, rve got news anybody can write one. And to
prove it, I wrote one. I
mmmmma mmmmmmi mmmmj

ZacharyVenieux

T

.
.. l)..The EiamJProlif--.
prohibit professors
Would
Ace
eratioa Prevention
from srr'gm! an their exams and projects due on the
same day , usually about one weekbefore Spring Break.
2) The Multiple Potato Redaction Ace Would pre-,

.

-- .

trench fries at the same meal Cold or hot, salty grease
is salty grease.
3) The Thermal Regulation Ace Would guarantee
hot Showers for residents of an bufldmgs regardless of
outdoor trjiipciature. '
4) The Nocturnal Perambulation Protection Ace
Would guarantee safe travel for all community members, regardless of gender or time of day.
5) The liihricious Brick Deterance Ace Would
provide additional funds for kernoval chemiralt,
6) The Bookstore Income Regulation Ace Would
ensure the bookstore doesn't rip students off.
7) The Balanced CouutwoA AmwhTtrnr Would
reduce the sleep deficit by the year 2002.
8) The Apathy ElanmaTion Ace Well, on second

thought, who cares? ' ;
9) Trie Tuition Stabilization Ace This doesn't really
need an explanation, See number 6.
10) The Campus Relocation Ace Would move

the-Colleg-

e

to a more desirable location than Northeast '

Ohio. Perhaps Hawaii? :.
Doesn't make much sense, does it? Butthenagain,
slither do the Republicans. Let's look at some of iheir
proposals.. JTrsaofexa
national security programs, What is an "essential"
"n'"" secuirty program? Do we have even one? I
wouldn't mind a spending freeze, but an increase is

.

Not only win the Republicans' increase military
ttfivintiftwiiHTM dttaxes? Where '
b the money for an this going to come from? The
deficit? Cutting taxes is a cheap way to win votes, and
it'm nrtf Vw tojiii Ttlirtiri In tnvtfiin
And frnawy,there sNewtGmgnch s ptmyaed riirra- - ;
ntfen rNtfkm Public Rutin. thePnMie BimdcsM.
ing Corporation and the National Endowment for the
wwkBiw

,

. aenerai. i taxe mis very Dersonaiiv.
I respect the Rerblicans cueigy and their enthnsi-asfor trying bring up some important issues. The
only problem I have is with, wen, their opinions.
And that whole contract thing.
m

Zochory VeiUeia is Editor in chief of the Voce

s
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On New Year's afterthe ball drops

Page7-

Voice

, resolve

"

:

-

Feature

Fortlie new
By

er

ICS.

to scorn resolutions!

J

.

'ill

'A

il

,r.

the winter holidays. But like most
forms of exercise it should be
indulged in with moderation
particularly as one reaches the wiser

and the dock strikes midnight, the
promise of something magical ...years.".
A lotof people seem toagree with
almost seems id disappear. Things
become shockingly ordinary. this. Heather McConeghy98 said,
You're still the same, except for the "Regardless of whether it's a new
year or not, people are going to
new memories you lave of a party
or an evening with the family. As change when they want tcv" Lara
Justin Vann 97 said, "The world . Keefer 97 also metioned, "I
ncrmaDy have new major resolutions
toem'tvmtforanewye&r.Nothing
."
.every week."
changes, It is still just nighttime."
Other students opted against.
It seems almost as if the full
promise of New Year's isn't
recaptured tmtil you write the new - 96 said. They don't last long" :
Sara Seidel 95 mmmmtrd,
date down. After all, 1995 looks so
' strange and unpredictable on paper don't know anyone who's ever kept
than 1994 did. It's a prophecy in them." StiU more objections came
from Vann and Maggie Carchrie-- v
i black ink, and often, people write
the (late for the first time when they ? Febus "97. Vann said he was in such
abadmood he didn't wanttoresolve .
make their own hopeful prophecies
said
anything. And Cbrcfarie-Felm- s
for the new year. '.'
That's right, I'm talking about shedidntmakeresotations because,
New Year's resolutions, those over--. "There was nothing important in my
hyped beacons of failure mat noone mindtoniakeresolutknsabouLrve
realty believes in anymore. Even I been very happy and fulfilled this ,
'
.:: '
gave up making New Year's year."
V Sowfaataboutthepeopkwhodid
resolutions this year.having decided
mat resolutions should come from - make resolutions this year? Heather
problems meed every day, not just ' Rowell 98 hoped among other i
'
the ones uncovered in the last week' things, to stay caught up with her
class readings, and to not let mold
of December.
- Phyllis McCtoleywroie,"There,s - grow in any ofher dishes. According
this to be said Cor making New - to RowcIL she makes resolutions
Year's resolutions: it is good clean because, "It's a challenge to keep a ;
sport one that limbers the goalforayear,andllikechallenges."
imagmatkn, ilexes the muscles of ; Matt Herman 95 also had some
the character, and adds a kind of resolve. He vowed to build up his
"
zest to those ; arms, and cook more often.
having
I guess the same idea of a
ditary weeks immediately following

K'J

--

'

rjiw Its'

.i'-"- v

--

.?

1

:

uj"eUjf?.ju'

:

rough-and-tum- ble

Quieter than the Ubrary . . .

:'

handleNewYear'sEvcasifitwerfr
:

somelastriie.ButU'snotalastTise:
just a day with a special name that
enables us to rememberthose day's
events more clearly.
. Adrieane BarOe 97 remembers
stealingababy Jesusoff someone's
lawn one New Years. .
Mike Baker 96 was especially
fond of the New Year's when be
was 12. He said, "My parents were
at a party. My sister was at a party.
I didn't know where my friends
were, so I brought in the new year
;

with my dog. I poured her some
grape juice and toasted her. She
didn't like it." Unlike most who
have forgotten their childhood
resolutions. Baker still remembers
the year he resolved to solve the
world's fossil fuel problem. :
ShannonPreece

96thinksfiondly

of herchildhood New Year's as the

only days she was allowed to bang
pots and pans outside.
SonowmatNewYearsEvel994
is just as much of a memory as the
one in 1979 and 1986, what memories will students take with them?
Seidel, whose birthday is New
Year's Eve, received birthday pre

Networking benefits
NEWSSERVICES

Howcantnisyear'ssenivclassgetaned

search now that a national survey indicates mat 1995
college graduates are entering the bestjob market in 10
'
years?

post-gradua-

full-tim-

GBCRCS

Sco4Uues.arelaxauDlacetostadT?!? Ben Falcone 9
to tkiak so, as he took a break from Ids job at the CoOege bowEog
aDey to catch an on schootwork.

;--

a successful
According to a recent CoHege-sux3y- r
search is a matter of both what and who you know.
Woosters Office of Career Services has published,
7
the latest edition of its annual survey, "life After
Graduation,'' in which it examined the
experiences of members of the Class of 1993.
Of the graduates responding to die survey who had
e
positions, most found
or part-tim-e
secured
effective method in
was
"networking"
the
most
that
tbGff Job SCftVClaw
Asked to rate a variety of job search methods on a
scale of one to five with one being the most effective,
more man 70 percent rated "contacts through friends''
either one or two on the scale.
The next most effective method was "newspaper
ads" followed, in order, by "contact through relatives,"
"employment agencies," and "prior job or internship."
Hoyte Wilhelm, director of Wooster' s Career
Services, says the survey supports his contention that a
successful job search fat a balance of knowing the right
te

ji'-io?

,

, unsq
- u tl"
tO

bei-iV- j

.ciw

i'P&r-.i

--

Cape Cod.
Russell Hersey 97 fell asleep at
--

nrui

v

sents not wrapped in Christmas pa--v

perforthefirsttime. Carchie-Felt- us
danced and sang at First Night

v

li

d)CrVrrTr

person that leads to resolutions is
also behind the way people tend to

T

--

9-JaandKarift7jrgW'98di-

a clean slate and becoming a new

wheels in a hall and met a guy who'
thought she was really neat because"
r she used the word plethora in a aet-tence. Leathers sang alons;.!
grandparents to Guy Lanbtroo s .
uiheaua,apdAaronHemry 97sang
n. a
"Amazing Orace"manot tub. SevT;j.u,.v.;;)L
enteen days later they're almost
VHKii
we into school and aU the promise rr
tnat was in the starsNew YearsEyer
Jhir
seems all around them now.'
r
.

,

.

r"

job-seeke- rs
'

Wooster students rate it most effective method

(how by HEIDI

r.-- l

.

people and knowing what ft is you're toolringfor. , ,t
"I was not at aU surprised that so many of our .,
graduates learned ofjobs through contacts with friends"
f'jl''.u
mmlA Vnnialm
"IW1 aihn 1 ioti una hMt Mid krvYW
your skills and strengths best are most qualified tohe''3
yon find employment opportunities that match those)V
;
stflhsiirttrrrngths. Of course, thatisr0jduJyon.'yc
what
your.
.,
are
clear
about
done some homework and
goals
are."
career
' ! :. .o L1
On the other hand, Wilhelm was sorprised to see, ;..t ; r
.
.
.
newspaper advertising tanked jnsrbehmdnjn
friendsmthelistofeflecdveinethods. nthinkitshows , , V
people have been looking for anything and
Tj,
everything just turning over stones," he says.
vLt
"The want ads provide higher volume of potential (.r.,lj if)
opportunities in a job search. The problem, of course, x,',- is mat those ads provide very limited information.
aaj0iJ 3ii,

.J

r-th-

v-?-

at

--

m

--

added.
A second part

.

,

of the survey asked the graduates to

r,,:ix

assessdghtfactonmeyroonghtwqeimpoiiamm
.;L.
enndoyers' decision to hire them. As has been the case,
, .p ,
in each of the previous surveys, Wooster's graduates,'-,- ,
said that they thought their commnniratinn skills, bothi v iri)
written arKlonu had made the biggest diff
experience andor internships was the second highest
:lrn
rated factor.
,
..rtAX
,-yn-

--
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nd hockey masks and horror Aides ... Study
;

By AARON SKRYPSXJ

abroad
grants

Trisliklckjphobia.
Webster'
a mnpty as "the fear of the
13. It u derived from the
:Creckv1rij kai deka" meaning
rtfawaod 10" and "photMa" is obvi-P- at
them together, and they

i

i

--

qmean
W-P-

available

thefcjrofthreeandl0,orl3.
the number 13 with Friday

air

By J ENNIFEI SCHUPSKA

and you have a day full of anxiety

Mike bo other. Bat why? What
make Friday the 13th the subject of
-- countless movies, novels and bad
- TV news stories? Coning through
-- th6 plethora of hockey masks and
knives which surrounds the
vday reveals a simple folk tradition,
i o.To understand the fear of Friday
me 13th one mast first examine why
-- people are squeamish around Fri- -day aad 13 respectively. The dread
of Friday is based in
Jesus Christ died on a Friday,
Good Friday, and this
Yet perhaps the most striking
afftrriBfiongave Friday asnbseqoent
warning about Friday concerns
Vtiackmark.
news. If you hear a new piece of
For years, it was considered un-- gossip on a Friday, not only will a
lucky to begin any sort of business
new wrinkle come to your lice, but
Friday. Merchants and businesa--:myour life win be extended by a year,
used to close their stores and as weO. AH this on Friday. No
'coentinghoases on Fridays, simply wonder mat. in his Toon's Priest's
rbecaase they thought it unlucky. Tak" Geoffrey Cnaocer wrote "And
KJSshennea refused to lay the keel of on a Friday fa al this meschaonce."
a new boat, and fanners would
The fear of the number' 13 is
begin a harvest on Friday.
equally mysterious. " Not surprisBJttJfiWa?jrf Friday extended ingly, it too is based on rhriKn
Sac beyond the circle of labor. The history. When Christ had his Last
I. story goes that if you wens to see a
Sopper, he dined with his 12
couple courting on a Friday, it was apostles. Counting Jesus, the numyour responsibility to find as many ber of people was 13. Ever since
pots and pans and beat them loudly then, the number 13 has carried a
wmle following the couple home. curse.
This supposedly warded off eviL I
Judas Iscariot, Christ's betrayer,
" am sure that today this would be big was also one of those present at the
-ait around campus. Who doesn't Last Supper; he was the first person
alike to be followed by a band of
to rise from the table, spawning anFriday, obviously, was other traditional curse.
rlaqnot the day to be married on. A
Having 13 people at dinner was
""("bride and groom wed on this day
considered entirety uahicky. It was
vwere-snrto suffer a "cat and dog said that one of those present would
oW&'Oudt
sorely die within a year. There is a
atx,Woe to the poor children who story that a group of diners enjoying

Studying abroad can be expen
sive, no Question about it. How
ever, there are rnethods of diminish
ing the cost. The midwest reoonal
office of the Institute of Interna-tion-al
Education (IIEi. for example.
will offer several $1000 grants' to
Midwestern students studvins
abroadduringthe 1995-9- 6 academic

j-Mco- dy

--

oritin

ally

.J-specific-

--

--

ea

--

sel-do- m

v-

pot--baage- rs?

:

.

e

apptatdttpeboraonfiiday. They
e to be "doomed to
if you put eggs laid on

hiware

their meal suddenly noticed that
there were 13 ofthem in the room.
Such a panic ensacd that two of the
ladies almost left One of the men,
however, pointed oat that a certain
guest was with child, and so the

misfbr-srtuneJEv-en

2Fkiday drbutter churned that day in

&wtaore to come to harm.

actual number present that evening . , combination of tworeligious taboos
- on one day leads to a day when even
was 14.
Theonly way to avoid the terrible ; the
couldn't, as my
consequences of having 13 to din- -' ' thesaut us so eloquently puts it, say
ner was to have an the guests rise to coo to a goose.
leave at the same time. It was gen- - And a looks like we'd all best, get
erally held that the first to rise and - used to Friday the 13m, since every
leave would be the one who was year contains between one and three
fated to die. If everyone rose to- . of them. In fact, S. R. Baxton, a
gether the curse was supposedly British, schoolboy, proved in 1969
nullified, and nguesoaxild breath . that the 13th day of any month win
a bit easier.
more likely be a Friday than anyThe dinner table wasn't the only thing else.. ,
v ,
.
place where the number 13 was conI was going to write here some of
sidered unlucky. For years hotels the stones I foiirtdceriteringspecifi-call- y
simply omitted the 13th floor, callon Friday the 13th. But some
ing it the 14th to keep people from were genuinely gruesome. Espe
refusing to stay there. Inthexeading cially the one about the window
--

vi

room of the British Museum, the
number 13 desk lay unoccupied for
decades. Apparently even bagpipers were struck by the fear. It was
recorded in the "Journal of School

ed

tions.
According to Carolee Taraale.
director of international programs

and

,

-

he.

Ad

xSptandK J

warn

riTH

.-

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS !
'"ESPEfTTATT .V FTOST VFAPSt?
-

said.

Taipale also noted that, although
the EE encourages students to consider studying in
countries, which are less frequently chosen for stndy abroad experiences, k
does not discriminate against those
who cheese to stndy in western na
non-weste-

tions.

.-
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n

.

A
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(piSciitca3 for the concert.awill
Studio
A
a be held in the Dance
-

-

mar

paaMDujD mis Monday me zjra starnng at Diwp jn.(rlease
. .
;
rvj wauu tip.
-

.

rn

..

,

Bob Houston, director of the
midwest cfGce of the IIE said."The
crwipetiiioa is open to students in
gooa academic standing with no
previous stuoy-abroexperience.
The PE competition also requires
that applicants be accepted into in-

CompiUd with bormadon from
A Dictionary of Superstition,.
edited br Ioma Onie and Maim
Totem, and The Encyclopedia of
w acnes and wachcraxt, by

ad

.

momma which nffir

'

.
...
4VKs w
t
to worx wiin a professional dance
wi pleasure

mtlaCarfsrtv.- -

;:r-

credit that they can use at their hecae

Dance Conmanv will be holdin auditions for their
tormaipaDce concert to oe pextormed in Frrnllandcr

xm

--

.

"It's offered by the HE. which is
the sponsoring institution for
Fulbrieht and for NSEP. Ifvou eet
a grant from them, it's
whing
you can put on a resume." Taipale

--

competition in Scotland's third city
the 13m piper bore the number 12A."

stndy. students

off-camp- us

should consider applying not only
to help defray the costs of studvine
abroad but also for the DfCStllTft Off
having received a grant from the

cleaner, whose 'suicide note was
found in his gas fined apartment,'
saying only "It just needed to rain
today Friday the 13th for me to
make up my mmd.
.
- That is. enough ofthaCAfterafl.1
don't want to be responsible for
cursing the Voice, let alone myself.
But I don't believe m all that. You
don t either, do yon? ;

ofScothStndies'thatMttaxecent

Even Queen Elizabeth's sister.
Princess Margaret, was saved from
the curse of the number 13. .The
registrant tfher birth was delayed
a day. so that her register number
wouldn't be the 13th.
-- .
.
Now, wrap up these stories, and
many more like them, into one day,
and you get Friday the 13th. 'The

stout-heart-

z

The jJE manazes 22S nroerams
all over the world. These programs
highlight education, training, and
research. Some of these
atgaffnitiwithnrginfyffHfyt!Birh
as me World Bank, the ILS. Agency
for International Development, and
the Ford and Rockefeller Founda

ternational

3S?C
---

year.

his--to-ry:

The Wooster cctnpetition for a 1995 Ohio Board of Regena Graduate
Fellowship is now open. Wooster seniors who hare compiled a strong
academic record and who plan graduate stndy in Ohio are encouraged to
--

The successful Wooster student win receive an Ohio Regent Fellowship
awara m me amount ot Jpuu each year lor two yem advanced study
in any field in an Ohio graduate or professional schooL' Minority
sfndrnts, whoare especially invited to compete, may also be eligible Cor
one of 10 statewide FelJowsJnp awards reserved for nunoruy graduate.
.. ..
- J
....
.
" '"J'-. .
Appucatioa. forms and further information
are available from Pan!
Chrisoanson.Engisht Kauke. 143. Deadline fcrappIkatJons is February

a

"'

"Z?;-";-

-'

.--

'-

--

r---

The HE oflered awarded 15 grants
to students last year. The recipients
chose programs in India, Mexico,
Italy, Belize, the United Kingdom,
Kenya, and Japan.
.
Students interested in applying
for the grants should make an appointment with Carolee Taipale to
pick up the application form. . , ...
.. The fleaffinc for completing the
applications is March 20. 1995.
--

AwatdrPLipientawiq

by April 150

at- -;;

hnnmcfn

-

v

.

-------

This event win be

co-spons-

ored

.

by SGA

,,...

-

CompiUd wUh
An open informan'onal meeting on the Regents FeUowshiD awards and
competition will be held next Tuesday, January 24 at 11 am. in Kanke

formation from

- : an Institute

cfInternational
Education press release.

r--

-

j-
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'Passive, Assertive, Aggressive Lineage' at Frick Aft
"Nature is a reflecting-glassf-

a meditation on identity and our surroundings

ourselves"

or

the opportunity to study with Ansel
Adams, through the Friends

of Pno--

Among those who she claims influenced her, there are surprisingly,
writers. While there are photographers whose work fturinatrs her,
Hansen contends that it is the work
of writers such as Barry Lopez, Edward Abbey. Terry Tempest Williams and Annie Dillard who have
had the greatest affect on her most
recent work.
Perhaps the best analogy for the

f

n.
-I
--

kind of essential experience that
Hansen's exhibitrepresents to her is
that of a solar eclipse. She refers to
a passage of one of Dillard's books
that describes the eclipse as reducing everything perceivable to aplati-nm-n
print.
Hansen said that her own experience was very similar and that her

I

surroundings had been transformed:
photo bjrHEIDiGEORCI

Assertive, Aggressive," ii on display Im the appcrgaaery of tkcMck
Sasaa Hansen's exhibit,
Art Maaeemaart March 5th. The Biennial Jaried Student Art PrUhirlon, tnN!d hi the hmer
gallery, hKiadesworlnscalBtnT
Hansen's exhibit, in die upper since 199a She completed her unBy ASHLEY VAUGHT
gallery of Rick Art Museum, is a dergraduate work at the University
'
of Connecticut under the guidance
compkx and layered,
TbeorjentogrKeptiaifbrthel99S
Biennial Juried Student Exhibition tosraptnc proje which engages is- of William Parker and John Craig.
and Professor Sosan L. Hansen's sues of identity, environment and Her graduate work was dene at the
Rhode Island School of Design in
Tssive,AertiTe,Agsreisive lin- perception.'
Susan Hansen has been a Profes-- Providence where site worked with
eage: A Human Interface win Nasor of Studio Art at the College . Gary Metr. While at RJ5D she had
ture" was held Wednesday.

TmH

.

'Iwasfeelmgasifldidn'tknowthe
space around me because the light
had changed.'
"Nature is a reflecting glass for
ourselves.' Hansen said. Her piece
is, to a certain degree, a reaction to
the human tendency to separate ourselves from nature, as if we are not
part of if. Especially in consideration of recent events such as the
California floods and the
quakes in Japan, nature seems to be
an oppositional force that infre

quently breaks down the modern
barriers we have placed between
ourselves and it. Hansen's exhibit
tries to delineate bow nature represents an opporanwy for introspection; for Hansen, the relationship
between ourselves and nature should
not be one of good and evil, but
perhaps that between a teacher and

student
The exhibit is composed of three
totemic pieces. Each of the totems
is surrounded by six hanging plates
wimaconceptnalfflusuationofthe
difference between the women lor
whom the totems are constructed.
The totems form a "lineage of behavior' in that they focus on the
lives of an older woman, a middle-age- d
woman, and a young woman.
While most of the images are photographs, there are some drawings,
and the exhibit is really an installation, rather than just a collection of
images.

Hansen is obsessed with how
people realize their identities in relation to their space. Nature elucidates that relationship where some
people fed trie need to separate themselves from nature and others adapt

to the changes it presents them.
These things give us the consistency we need," Hansen said.
The exhibit will be on display
until March 5 in the upper gallery of
the Prick Art Museum.

Jodie Foster wffl iiot let elP bring her down
MOVIE REVIEW

TdkgloBsia" by Mark Hancfley, is
the story a girl raised deep in the
woods of North Carolina separated
from any contact with the modern
world. She is brought up by her
mother, who, it is later revealed,
suffered from speech anprxli meats
caused by a stroke. NeB copied tins
fragmented speech pattera and developed her own hm- -

By NAT MXSSZLDXNZ

If casting directors sent out job

descriptions, the description for the
role of NeB hi Michael Apted's reof the same name might
cent
read like this: "Star vehicle. Must
be capable of keeping a film froat
-

-

KktU

-

-

KAljulMflMA

Cur movie begins

aad save aa otherwise clkhed

when a delivery boy
discovers her shortly
after her mother dies.
Bythis point Ne3 is ia
her late twenties and
is ccavenientry at the
hdgntofheryou&ful
with pearly

storyline. Should be able to
CfttfuTry create
i

have the abCty and arpeal to re-i the most or possuxy tne oary
ta the film.
hi the sticks of North
e has a3 the
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Oscar
aa aaavv.aa

acHlrirvr
snch luck and
he doesa't have
'
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9
a
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eacacd.
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him inquisitively and then giggles
loudly. It's never quite apparent
why she laughs, nonetheless in matter of minutes her fear is assuaged.
During this scene, as in others,
Neeson tries hard to come off look-m- g
fuU of searing compassion, but
is never very convincing. Neeson
now as the big
has become type-ca- st
lug with a tender
heart, the prune ex-

being
Few of Hollywood's actresses could handle ample
'chinc&er'sLisrin
the demands setforth in "Nell," but Jodie
which he had the
Foster is one woman who can and does.
good fortune of beMiraculously, and as requested, she carries ing supported by a
brilliant
Uzm Neeson and generally
thefUm whereas ar
powerful fDm,
aad
director Michael Apd provide little to save although be Mnrtelf
the fSm from seK&msutzVty,
dida't particularly

.
rXrfVisa-ihave branch sajrcsevmm fee
-

Crimea! cascading
aaswmmlandmlove.
.Y.
15

Tnl

given a month to prove that Nell can
survive on her own and should be
left atone mthecabin she grew up in
asoppoaedtobetngforcedoutofher
familiar environment and into an
institution to be study! Neeson
sets immediately to the task of confronting her and learning to decipher her language. Soon he be

sexasl shssa is

lapses without

col- -

thecrnaOnegett

the irnprrsiina hem that if Lhaa

backseat many scene he shares with
Foster, occasionally nearly disapAside
pearing next to his r.
co-sta-

frombei"g-spvpghbip-

y

movements. Fosuy knows the power

of facial expressions and in --Ntf"

shows tfaecoiurol she possesses over
each part of her face, from her eye-

brows to her mouth. Jonathan
Demme ia The Silence of the
Lambs" exrjfeiledbotiiFcwter'sand
Hopkins abilities to expose the
character's thoughts and feelings
IpwtjjpitheSrGatiaAeijmaiimM. But

mNelL" Anted doesn't tapdry the
reservoir of talent be has ia Foster.
The rote ofNeDnasOscar stamped
all over k, bat Foster doesn't abuse
this position. She doesn't tike herself too seriously. Her performance
oat apCiiag over into i

iry. Thehwavfavji she exadesjis
noticing how sappy the aaovie has

.

By the coacluiion of me
f3m Nett has solved everybody

wi&x2aXtx t

toxaad ajeeawrtet , caat keep c?

"
mimif sal ai

larlr

m

wnnrtt hrnnftf

Urn- - aafieace todtvea tfaek eyes aay-- ;

P'

T?Zr- -

C.J

aMlShB8akT
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Entertainment

2U,

isro

Woodstock '94: open up and say aaaahh!
Cocker, Bob Dylan and Crosbys- Stills & Nash, and pop
and Cypress Hill.
Efforts by Amjsmiih and Jickyl are
even included for those with some
- time to waste, or who actually appreciate AOR guitars.
My problem with the album, and
with the whole Woodstock 94 thing
mgeoeraL is that it lacks any meaning besides the almighty dollar, bis
not about the music, but about the
image. The original Woodstockfea- hip-hopp- ers

Salt-N-Pepp-

er

le

vation; our Woodstock featored
Mi V cootie cutouts singing empty ,
VI
songs that mesa tbe sum total of
ifyipo, such and nothing.
Wh really made Woodstock
was the Cans and not the bands. The
people who were rolling in tbe mod
wkh each other made the festival.-Thecsptuicd the spirit of what a
KkMtxcatsn, Woodstock was aapposed to reaSy
be about. xttabootthecspeTjeaceof
The legend
hanging oat with a group of people .
wort It's saltT
just like yon,
ALBUM REVIEW
mendous tasaxkal impact of aa
Tbe bands brought these people
event flat fa etarnfTiTry hoDow aad to the festival, bat after that the
By ALLS PARKER
nraningVts. Woodstock 94 is one bands bad nothing to do with bow
oc tnose events, ana the wooosaxs ajccriifBlthatfcttrvslsitusJlywss
94 soond u a. lA'tjnceit iwxatflng it In fact, at in the case of Green Day.
be recorded. Mania Lather Kiel's another shstneless ettesnpt to nana Aerosxnith or Jackyl, they can often
prove to be aa annoy ingdiiuatkwVi
T Have A Dren" speech, the Cut more money at the name of
man oarheaxn aad Ijrk Gibson's
Tbe albnm reveals nothing that
irirrrhiniring homer m the '43 World - Tbe two CD set featsres perforyon csa't find out by watching tea
So ks were an events that huiaaittd mances by tack Generation X fa- mknart ofMTV. Tbe performances
the poblfcm a sseaeer. as taxing's vorites aa Sfceryt Qow. tbe RoDias amcacrfeoc to Che ao part, bat it
ar Jester. a with Gibson,
Bjod,tbeCViiibgrriee,BHndMeloB.
is obvioos that they have been
however ai a Nine lacb Nails, Porao for Pyros, touc hed np in the studio. They lack
pcblkvse are fedabneofbooey that Live and Green Day. Thioaa into the tatfrnrictry aad improvisation
would bare os believe in me tre the mix are classic rockers Joe that real rantic fans expect from a
m

y

--
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Soloist Gasser performs 'Hodie'

By CLAY DAETWYLER

Ralph

from

"You're a Good Man, Charlie
Vanghan-William-

s'

"Hodie" wfl be presented by me
Wooster Choral Union at 4 pjn.
Sunday in McGaw ChapeL
Based apon the writings of such
poets, novelists and drsmatsts as
John MDton, George Herbert, Thomas Hardy, William Dromond and
Ursula Vanghan-William- s,
as well
as biblical accounts. "Hodie" is
Vaaghan-WiUiam-'s

musical portrait

of the Nativity. Commonly translated as
"This Day," it is considered one of the finest
musical dramas on this
thCXDCw

'

The Marriage of Figaro" to

Brown.1 He has recieved advanced
degrees in music from the University of Minnesota and McMaster
University in Canada.
Now a resident of Toronto, Gasser has
with the Elmer
d

pa-forme-

Iseler Singers,

the Toronto

Mendelssohn Choir. Kavkasis and
tbe Tafdmusik Consort He is tenor
soloist and voice a bo uttta at Thno-th- y
Eaton Memorial Church. He

Moines Metro Opera, Opera Iowa,
Indiana Opera North. Cleveland

The performance will
featnre three soloists: tenor Aba
Gasser 11, baritone Todd Ranney,
and soprano Catherine Robinson,

an of whom have previously performed with the Ohio Light Opera.
Tbe Choral Union fc joined by dements of the Wooster Chorus and
cchestrsl instrumentalists.
Gasser has extensive previous ties
to Wooater.AWayne County native
and Wooster graduate, he began his

career singing with the Wooster

hosts a weekly radio program on
CKLN in Ontario, and is program
annotatorfbrtheTorontoSyinpbony
and CBC Records.
Ranney hat performed m operatic
roles throughout the midwest. He
holds advanced degrees in piano and
voice from the Cleveland Institute
of Music, and his previous perfor-mances

have included starring roles
in "Don Giovanni,'' The Marriage

ofRgaro,"arid,Tinian'sRjunbow."
He has performed with Lyric Opera

Chores, Apostolic Christian Church,
and Rinrnan High School, as wefl as

Cleveland, Michigan Opera Theatre,

numerous performances ranging

Cleveland Opera on Tour, Des

Sab-PtpaandQrpr-

holds degrees in music from Miami
University and the Unrrasty of Ak-

ron. She has performed with tbe
Cleveland Opera, Lyric
Opera Cleveland, Cleve

land Opera on Tour,

Wooster S ymopbony , the
Cleveland Women's Or- chestra and various other
groups. She is presently
adjunct professor of voice at the

University

of Akron.

Tbe Wooster Choral Union, formerly the Wooster Oratorio Soci-

ety, has been performing for more
than sixty years. Dedicated to the
performance of larger and operatic
works, the Choral Union consists of
roughly 75 members, from both the
College and the community at large.
The performance will be held in
the main ban of McGaw Chapel at 4
pjn. Sunday, Jan. 22. Tickets win
be available at me doorfor$5,$2JO
for students.

DJ. Happy Hour. The College
Underground, 5 pjn. Tpjn.
Red Pia Special in Scot Lanes.
Win free games from 9 pjn. 12
Video: "Blink." Tbe Under
ground, 9 pjit, $30. '

--

CoaldJttstKaAMsa"fa3mevexy
conceivable sense of the word.
- Ixave Woodstock 94fcf the desperate or the aoatalgic. Even tbe
fncmsion of the Rollins Band's

!Ught Here TcoMndt" cannotsave
this sorry (xJVytioa.
Tbe mnsk is tired and stale, lack- -.
tag ta the elements that should define the modern rock genre. - Go
spend your money oa some pizza
and beverage; it wd give yon lets

SATURDAY, JAN. 21
Psmify Food among Campus
Organ? at ions. The

r7pjtc.s3a

Undaztuuud.

Funx Angels in the Ovfield.'
Mateer. 730 tua. ft 10 pja St

indigestion.

8

ucastgsrsu.
Run
ADCEAMOFAWT
4108 Bnrbank 3454753

V

-

THAI SOAK WITH

iEAVBoroaiQir

A"
J '

many other groups. At present, be is

the opera director and instructor of
voice at Heidelberg College and an
associate artist with the Cleveland
Opera. In addition, be is on the
faculty of the University of Akron.
Robinson, a Bay ViHiage native,

FRIDAY, JAN. 20

ess

Qui4,PtytwPr'fflwfffMW'4'awl

"Hodie" is considered one of the finest
musical dramas on the Nativity.
bbbbbbbbi

uve performance. The bands are all
ones that you can bear on top 40
hours a
radio almost twenty-fou- r
day anyway, and tbe live versions
offer nothing really different from
the radio cuts, except maybe poorer
sound quality.
NIN takes up five minutes ofvain-abtime proving the theory mat
industrial does not always translate
wefl liveon tape. Industrial is rooted
in the emotion of tbe performance,
and theTIappiness In Slavery" take
included doesn't do the job of conveying the despair rhat makes Trent
Reznors ntrtV.
Everyone's favorite California
dades, the Red Hot ChiU Peppers,
also prove mat although funk may
not be dead, k shouldn't be performed by three whue guys and a
Flea. Their perfuunauce of "Bloody
SegarSexMagik"hKk3 tbe inspiration that is essentially tank, la the
same vein.
H21 prove that Boogie Down Productions is the only crew with
enough credibility to ever drop a
five tap LP. "Sboop" and "How I

--

ZtV
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THEOtTHEUT
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THE

Drop Zone (R)
10:15

.

Jangle Book (PG)
1225.2:45.5:10,7:40
Nefl

Moonlight Bowling in Scot
Lanes. Free Shoe Rental from 10

(PO-1- 3)

1235, 235. 5:05. 735. 10:10
Legends of the Fall (R)
12:45. 330.
Far From Home (PG)
12:40. 3:10, 550, 7:15, 930
Ditdoswre (R)
1230, 3:05, 7:10.9:55
Daaab aad Duaber (PG-11250,
555. 7:45, lCfcOS

pjn. -- 12 am.

SUNDAY, JAN. 22

Classic Film: "Matty." Mateer.

730 pjn.

MONDAY, JAN. 23

3)

3.-0-0,

LQ.(PG)
5:15.730.9:45

TUESDAY, JAN. 24

Richie Rich (PG)
12:10,2:40
Little Women (PG)
12:15,

Sidekicks Registration, Lowry

Lobby, 10 am. - 7 p.m.

230. 7:00.90

Desaoa Knight (R)

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 25

250.
750. 935
Mmrder ia the First (R)
1235,3:15,7:10,930
12.-0-0.

5.-0-0.

M

'III

Sidekicks Registration. Lowry

Lobby, 10 am. - 7 pjn.

;

is'

Sale: Musk and More, Lowry
Lounge, 10 am. - 7 pjn.
Video: "Only You." The Un
derground, $.50. 9 pjn.

-
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,ady Scots come from behind, down Denison 66-6- 0
rooster edges Big Red behind Firsfs 27 points and Headrick's 18
against Asbury. The halftime score
had Asbury up by four. In the last
two minotes of the game, the Scots
stepped up their play and tied the

lyLARISAFRICSONS
MIA FEAR UK
The Lady Soot basketball team
blayed seven games in three weeks,
Winning three and dropping: four.
overall, the Lady Scots have posted
5--

score.

until

record in

cluding a
5 mark
n Norm

toast Ath

letic Con- -

Iference

May. The
highlights
included a

"The key was they playedforty
minutes. They played hard,
smart, and they didn't give the
ball away"

Roxanne Allen
women's basketball coach

signaled die
62- -

,

1

--

:

-

Jr

'

I

-

",

?

t

naraagains

workomdays,andachanceiovCHi1
more on the mdoor season Jhan?&

ynsl

been possible in previous
"Having the indoor track available
for practices should
realty belgjouj jdT
,our program- said
past we've had to base our wortout

Coach Allen commentedTt was
'
their fourth game in six daya.Tbey

had nothing left to give but they !
gave what they could,' They were...
just burnt out .
'S".'.
Wooster wentmtothelockernxnr. ,
with only a one bouifdeficit-Firstwhile.
21 pc
.led the
Antle had eleven. Despite Woosters t
eobrts,ThcxiasMorepuUfaouttne.
lead in the end to win the game 8y

j,aTS?nrl

schedule around the weau.whUh

.,

J

swwiih

half as Lisa First 96 and Carrie
Headrick '97 lit up the board. First
ended die game with 27 points and
Headrick added 18. Christy Antle
95 led rebounds with 12. Jennifer
Miller's '95 presence on the court
for the full forty minutes and aggressive play by Lorah Way 98
assisted the Scots in the 6660 vfcr

Over Christmas break me Lady
Scots look on MounfUnion and

Kenyohbutcouidncpull oouwiT'

in either case.
"... ? h ,
The game against OhWesicyaa

ory.

Scots showed up in'tbp form when
the Bishops came lo Wooster three
days later.
The game was cnHdere&an up
setas thdScotsatanaed the Bishops'.-68-61-

.T

ok:

1

photo by BRITTANY BULLARD

12 rebounds
Christy Aatk'95, saowi here practkfagVpfd
ia the Lady Scots 66-6-0 wia over Denison on Wednesday.

.-

,
TfaeLady Scots will travel
-

v

.

.

--

.

t'ri-

-

Ra.

IryTERESTED IN PlJPPOT THEATRE
':V"OR

nKmd,lndtdtakoroharllw

Ken-tnclla-

morrow, arid mey.yia recmi home
to take on'ATJegberi on Wednesday-

-

;

.

Women's IM Basketbalx.

Children's Theatre?
i

Looking for puppeteers
For information, please contact All at x4206

Rosters are due January 23

This prductUmb part of a SmlorlHdtpMdmt Study project

Seasons starts January 29
Send completed roster forms to

c-29-
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men's basketball:
Wooster 80, Denison 67

iwlmmhig and dhrtngt
Obedin 133. Woosraa 98
Kenyon 209, Wooster 56

Wooster 152, Obedin 86
Kenyon 192, Wooster 95

,

women's basketball:
Asbury 62, Wooster 61
Thomas More 81, Wooster 74
Wooster 66, Denison 60

lafctoj
c&S-tan-

ce

HawesQongsprinttXAlanSchwarttnrfoL
(middle distance) and Paul Kioacy urn
95s (distance) to lead JhejJWunU
Ciherkremrneesfcr theScots RtSd zs
Jon Jones 96(sprints) andJefTKinat us V
97 (pole vault). Promising ewU lo
comers include 98s JDamieOnora
Dollard. Anthony Whesler, n4irfT"
Jamie Fakroet in the sprints, "5kytOT3
Green 96 m the jumping ewnajirn
and Tony Kauke and Josh Baird incnrij
, r- ;xj aiT
the distance events.
On the women's team, shot pnttetfliwl
Michele Alviti '95 and AqrcTeaD
Melia Arnold and Shereen Hejazi Iktb
lln
'96s will lead the team. Asolidcor
of sophomores returns also includVi.i&l
ing MkiieDe Poole and MoilyMca nT
(middle distance). Julie Heck m&Mni
-

Questions? Contact Regan Turner, x3103

JITS

sometimesresuhedmgomgacouple
weeks at a time withoct yi wbAiA xd
outs between meets. The high
school's indoor facility wd aflowoZ
us to go beyond using Oor tadoorn ed
meets almost solely as workfrftstfeH I"
Neither the women's leanvnorthe nam
men's' team boasts moch deptttdntniii
terms of numbers, the two eama;tv?2
combined account farnaVyiChgbjq adl
fetes, but Rice is confident 1hsk"8BM3
hasalotof talent toworkwkh. "The
is promising fat the tM,1
said Rice. --It's going to be a yWm"0
aquadwimosdyfourseniorstaead T
it, but I feel we have a
mix of fprinters. jumpen aocf
runners. The women's jeanO B.
has lost a lot of people the last two
years to graduation,1' saidRice. !W&
have had a lot of success with raavJI"
lecturing though, so that ahoakJoo W
help offset our inexperiencefni v&Inu2
On the men's team. Rice will 008
counting on Hew SalvenJayJJtssjooq
J-:"-outlo-

wasrxBqxnedauesnow.bttfte

Head coach Roxatme ADen commented on the victory and the Scots
performance, stressing mat throughout the entire game, the Scots never
stopped playing good basketball
"Inekey was theyplayedforty minutes. They played hard, smart, and
they didn't give the ball away."
st
The Lady Scots headed to
Asbury
weekend to take on
and Thomas More. The Scots
couldn't seem to find the hoop

M w.uv

ri

Thomas Mart but could not lo pull

victory over Ohio Westeyan
and a 66-6-0 victory over Denison.
The Scots played a very aggres
sive game against the Big Red of
Denison on Wednesday. Denison
held the lead for much of the first
half, but the Scots managed to tie
the score 28-2-8 by halftime. The
Lady Scots dominated the second
68-6-

TCC UUU ID6T DBW

excited about with the approach ofa
new season, and Dennis Rice, head- coach of the men's and women's'";
j
track teams, is no exception, J bv-.-? J
ing the indoor track facility at ..t"p
new Wooster High SdMKrtahL: s
to his athletes this winter mea-;";;several things to Rice ngjnffpli;
shoveling snow off Of tbe tracV

Asbury

vSE.-

for indoor
season
Coaches in most sports wouU Vvj

the

Scots could
not sink the
last shot as
the buzzer

.

Scot track
teams ready

NEWS SERVICES

Unfortunately.it was toolittle too
late. Tte lead changed several times

9

11

Upcoming Week in Sports
SatCWRUCA)

en basketball:
SaL EarIham(A)

Indoor track:
today OWU(A)

women's basketball:
SaL Earlham(A)

swimming and diving:

Ellen Freeman (distance). Aanaxi)

SchwamandAnryHansen(srjdnti)LO
and Ebony Green in the shot put v , :
Promising newcomers to the pnv Liu;
gram are Annie Gillespie, Melissa , xo
Eging and Laurel Conly (sprints) 13
'98s, and Tory Ganz 98 (middle
distance).

--
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Eighth ig Scots coraltMee
Wooster dumps Denison
Bj MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
When Wooster students left for
break, in the middle of December,
the Fighting Scot basketball learn

bad just defeated highly tooted

Wittenberg and boasted an iinpies-si1 overall record. Over break,
the Scots kept on rolling along, picking op win after win.
Following Wednesday right's 80-6-7
ve

i

to extendwinning streak to 11 games

80-6- 7

ally saw on film that they had been
doing mat this season," said Moore.
They're usually more deliberate
on offense."
The tables turned in the second
half as me Scots came down and
scored almost at will, while toe Big
Redattackwasefiectxvey

7--

shutdown.

;

..

.'

V'

1

Smith finish
contest as .
cochampions
What began in the second week

.

At the 14:56 mark, guard Craig
Bradley 95 fayed the ball in and
was fouled. The three-poiplay
thanking of North Coast Ath- put the Scots up 52-4and they
letic Conference rival Denison in never looked back. By 1231, '
the Timken Gymnasium, the Scots Bradley nailed one of his six three--,
are riding an 11 --game win streak pointers to put the Scots Dp 59-5which has them at 14-- 1 overall, inThe Scots led by as much as 21. 80-5- 9
cluding 0 and m first place in the
with 2:59 remaining. Bradley.
'
'
':
NCAC Wooster is ranked second the team's outstanding player for
f
behind Hope (MI) College in the the game, scored 25 points, pulled
; .; , 0
Great Lakes region of the NCAA down ten rebounds, and dished out
" a'
Division HL
four assists.
Denison (5--8 overall. 3--5 NCAC)
"Craig had a great game. He
came oat shooting very well, evenreally competed, especially on the
tually building up a 8 halftone boards," said Moore. "He battled
lead on head coach Steve Moore's all night for the ball andplayed very
Fighting Scots. The Big Red shot well mentally."
62.1 percent(18-29-)
in the first half.
Over break, the Scots were victoGuard Brian Malinowiki, the rious in a trip toNassau in me BahaNGACsleadinf scorer(19.9points mas where they look on Central
per game) came cot firing, scoring (IA) in the Bahamas Shootout.
15 points in the first half to lead all Wooster defeated the Frying Dutchscorers.
men 79-6The Scots also hosted
"Oar defense-wa- s
not bad," said the annual Mose Hole Classic where
Moore. They were jast making they defeated the University of the
shots."
South (TN) 3 in the Cm round,
The Big Red was rushing the ball and in the championship game of
downcoan after a Wooster miss. In the tournament, Wooster was able
li
the past. Deuison, coached by ot to defeat Scranton (PA) 84-5-0.
Topfeoto bf BRITTANY &ULLARO
standout Mike Sheridan, has morrow, the Scots travel to
Scott Meecfc 95 works on Us shooting touch (raring a recent
played a slower, ball control game.
Fighting Scot practice i
"We talked about that. We actu
Quakers.
nt

8,

0.

8--

.

41-3-

4.

83-7-

i

ex-Sc-

i

i

i

.

i

Rkh-mrnrt.lnrtiaratotakeontheE-

argarfl

of classes last semester has finally
come to an exciting conclusion.
The Beat the Experts contest
concluded over Winter Break,

with two contestants being
crowned champions. Craig
Bradley 95 from Avon Lake and

Tricia

Smith

'97

..:

from

Greensburg, Pennsylvania both
finished with twelve points and
will share the $50 first prize.
Going into Week Fourteen of
the contest, Bradley had want
aeemedtobeantmsurniountable
threepoint lead over S mith,but in
the Smith finished impressively
with a 23-- 9 record in the final
week to finish in second place in
the week, good tor four points.
Bradley finished Week Fourteen
at 1, which netted him one
point.
For the record, Erik Coleman
95, a first time entrant picked up
the five first place points by
compiling a 24--8 record. v
The Sports Department would
like to thank all those who
competed in the contest this year.
21-1-

It's a wonderful day in the Wooster swim teams' neighborhood
A visit from Mr. Rogers makes Scots and Lady Scots victories over Rollins special
By ESK COLEMAN

Scots handled the Oberlin women
to the tune of 152-8"It was an
impressive victory, even though it
6.

The Fighting Scot and Lady Scot
swim teams were back in action

was a relatively easy meet for us, "
said head coach Keith Beckett.
m the men's meet the
Yeomen defeated the Scots by a
score of 133-9- 8.
diver Liz Helstein
"96 took first on both the 1 and 3
meter boards and locked in a return
trip to the saticcuri meetby complet-

against Oberlin and Kenyon last
weekend after nmning from the
yearly Florida training trip over
'
Winter Break.
While in Florida,the teams persevered through their hardest training
of the year. Then, right before beginning the long bus trip back to
Ohio, the Scots and Lady Scots
e.
dominated Division II RoPins
Both the men's and women's
teams won every event hi a relatively krw-ke- y
meet and look time

Un-fortunat-

AO-Ameri- can

ing the national qualifying standards
in the events. Carofya Knox 97
won tfae 1000 freestyle with a time
of 11x73, more man 50 seconds Caster
than the nearest Oberlin swimmer.
In the 200 buoerfly. Carrie Sergi

Col-leg-

.

Fred Rogers of "Mr. Rogers Neighborhood" fame.
Last Friday, however, the Scots
and Lady. Scots xemrned to NCAC
conyetlfkM at Oberfin. The Lady
.. - r J
.r.- - 4.- :
.

ely,

'97 took first in 2:17.
.

Karen

followed by Kix and Claire
6 H 2nd and 3rd for a

Mppcnef

WdateyswerjeTifTveOsher
-

winners mcloded Kristin Riker 97
in the 200 freestyle and Peggy Teale
'96 in the. 100 freestyle.
BuchmueDer posted a second victory the 50 freestyle, as did Sergi
in the 500 freestyle. T was pleased
by our performance, particularly
since some of our top swimmers
were back in Wooster." said Coach
BecirtL

a

Regarding the men's meet,
Becketthadmxxed emotions. "Some
individuals had, outstanding performances, but I was slightly
disap-pomtedwiAtheoveranies-

tilts.

We
came op short m some close races,
which well have to improve as we

10

guys under
in the 200." commented Scot captain Paul Caviglia
95. Manr also finished a strong
second in the 500 freestyle in 4:55,
close behind Oberlin
Mike Heithaus. On the boards, Eric
Haschke 97 and Dave Rottersman
98 took first and second in both the
1 and 3 meter events. Haschke's
sccreof27635 on the
board
Ail-Americ-

3-fne-

an

ser

topped the preliminary national stan-

dard, giving hia the potential for a
run at qualifying for the national
meet. "Hopefalry, this ootcome wfll
set the tone Ior more emotion and
aggressive performances at the
season's end," Beckett said. "We
hctoturn the tableson them at the

Kris Matr97 won the 200 fyflfpyyii nieeL"
freestyle with an Impressive 1:48.
The teams returned to Wooster to
followed by Ben Chalet 98 secface imposing Kenyon at home on
ond win a 1X9. ,Tbis is the first . Saturday. The perennial

.

the Scots and Lady Scots by scores
sod 192-9- 5, respectively.
Despite the score, Beckett was
"We
knew going in that Kenyon was a
superior team. We approached this
meet as an opporumity to experj-mewith ourraces in aconipetiove
environment," he said.
For the men, Manr won the 200
free in 18. Dan Parker 98 turned
- ma season-be- st
to win the 500
freestyle and also placed third in the
1000 free with an impressive time
of 1025. Chalot finished a close
second in both the 100 freestyle and
the 100 butterfly, tuning in good
times in both races. In addition, Ted
McMenamin 98 turned in a lifetime best time in the 500 freestyle,
setting upstage for a strong run to
the Norm Const Athletic Confer--

of 209-5-6

rela-tivdypleasedwiththere-

sults.

nt
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